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Abstract: Recruiting unique skill candidate is challenging task for HR professionals. Social networks provide access to the information about the possible job candidates. The cost to process all the nodes in the public network is huge and sometimes result may not be good. This work presents Recruitment Graph Model for LinkedIn network. The repertoire resource for which the recruiter is searching may present in recruiter's company but may not be free. Suppose the recruiter wants to select the candidate with the same skill-set. It may possible that in the professional communities of repertoire node's LinkedIn network, the same skill-set nodes may exist. The recruitment graph model processes the skillfull candidate details of all the nodes in the communities of repertoire node to find similar nodes. For top few similar nodes, calculate the group centrality of the respective suggested nodes. The group centrality indicates the influentially of the suggested nodes. The similar node with large group centrality is suggested to the recruiter. The experimental results show that the efficiency of the proposed graph model is better than the traditional method to handle all the nodes in the public network.
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1. Introduction

Recruiting unique skill-set candidates is one of the challenging tasks for recruiter. Social networks were initially designed for socializing with family and friends. Nowadays these networks are become important professional tool in the field of recruitment. The proposed work considers linked-in social network. Linked-in is the largest professional network with more than 433 million members in 200 countries and territories.

Details of linked-in user contain summary, experience, skills, education, certifications, courses, publications, patents, professional groups, and recommendations etc. The proposed graph model identifies unique skill-set candidate for hiring. The procedure to obtain the candidate node using social media mining is as follows:

Consider the Job description for which the recruiter needs to hire. Recruiter has to give the detailed priority decision for hiring the candidate based on the Job Description. It may possible that the employee (repertoire node) exists in the recruiter’s company with the same skill-set; but may not be free, working on some other project. The proposed work considers this particular case. There may be high possibility that the repertoire node is in contact with the same skill-set nodes that are in his linked-in communities. This model selects the top few similar nodes based on the high content similarity. In addition to this, for each similar node selected, it calculates the group centrality for recommended nodes. The candidate node with highest group centrality is recommended for hiring.

2. Motivation

Recruiting unique skill is challenging task for HR professionals. Social networks provide access to the information about the job candidates. The cost to process all the nodes in the public network is huge and sometimes result may not be good. The proposed work considers linked-in social network. Linked-in is the largest professional network with more than 433 million members in 200 countries and territories. Details of linkedin user contain Summary, Experience, Skills, Education, Certifications, Courses, Publications, Patents, Professional Groups, and Recommendations etc. By using these details, the proposed graph model identifies unique skill-set candidate for hiring.

3. Scope and objectives

A. Scope of this project

• This application processes for suitable resume for the particular job description from the huge data of resume.

• This application helps for finding the information for candidates who is having unique skill sets.

B. Objective of this project

• The objective of this work is to show how sentimental analysis can help improve the user skill over a social network or system interface. The learning algorithm will learn what our emotions are from statistical data then determine the mood.
4. Literature review

This literature review summarizes all the relevant literature researched during the course of this project. It presents certain approaches used by many researchers for sentiment analysis and improvement of sentimental classification. Sentiment Analysis (SA) is an ongoing field of research in text mining area. SA is the computational treatment of opinions, sentiments and understanding of text. Walaa Medhat et. al. [1] presented many recently proposed algorithms’ enhancements and explored various SA applications.

There are three constraints are used to train a cross domain sentiment classification method. D. Bollegala et. al. [2] evaluated the performance of the individual constraints as well as their combinations using a benchmark dataset for cross domain sentiment classification. Their experimental results show that some of the combinations of the proposed constraints obtain results that are statistically comparable to the current state-of-the-art method for cross domain sentimental classification.

Ali Athar et. al. [3] proposed an approach based on machine learning to achieve the particular business goals in the field of sentimental analysis. They presented different ensemble approaches to unify the desired classifiers for the improvement of sentimental classification.

Current approaches in aspect-based sentiment analysis avoid or neutralize unhandled issues emerging from the lexicon-based scoring (i.e., Senti WordNet), whereby lexical sentimental analysis only classifies text based on influence word presence and word count are limited to these surface properties. This is coupled with considerably low detection rate among accurate concepts in the text. To address this issues, Ali Marstawi et. al. [4] proposed the use of ontology to i) enhance aspect extraction process by identifying features pertaining to accurate entities, and ii) eliminate lexicon-based sentiment scoring issues which, in turn, improve sentiment analysis and summarization efficiency.

5. Proposed work

A. Hiring decision dataset

Hiring priorities are prepared by HR recruiter based on the job description.

B. Job description data set

Sample Job Description posted by HR Recruiter for Data Scientist Position

D. HR login

Fig. 4. HR Login

E. HR home page

Fig. 5. Home Page
F. Selecting train_test split

![Fig. 6. Train_Test_Split](image)

G. Algorithm details

![Fig. 7. Algorithm Details](image)

H. Enter the input for selecting candidate

![Fig. 8. Selecting candidate](image)

I. Candidate suggestions

![Fig. 9. Candidate suggestions](image)

6. Conclusions

This project proposes recruitment graph for hiring from social media recruitment is the essential function of any organization. Using social network, the HR recruiter finds the employee who are matching the particular organization it will collect complete information of the candidate who posted the resume in job portal. The recruitment graph model processes the professional details of all the candidate which are given in LinkedIn network. Suggest the priority node with high group centrality of their recommended nodes. The experimental results for four datasets prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. This application finds outs the hiring process of the candidate according to their work experience.

7. Future enhancements

The application without future enhancements thought of is considered to be an obsolete application. Given the applications field in which this is created, it is meant to be changed in the future. The only way to keep the application useful in the long term is by releasing updates very often. The application’s features were planned out in the initial pages with features that were to be included in the current version. Whenever the technology used changes, the application features also changes. These features also change when the new requirements arise. The application can be considered for enhancement on these areas:

- The accuracy of the model can be improved by further optimizing the algorithm.
- The model can be tested using different algorithm resulting in different accuracy rates.
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